
Each cooking zone. Individually timed
Once a cooking zone is in use, its timer can be accessed quickly and 
conveniently via the touchscreen display. No toggling through menus or other 
zones. And because each dish can be precisely timed individually, absolute 
control over the cooking process is assured.

Hob2Hood - Cook without distractions
This hob has Hob2Hood, a useful feature that automatically controls your 
cooker hood and lights. It means you don’t get distracted by trying to regulate 
the fan when you’re at crucial cooking moments: you can simply concentrate 
on getting your dish right. But if you’d rather adjust the fan speed yourself, 
there are manual

One touchscreen. Total control over cooking
A single, full colour touchscreen provides complete 
control over the hob. Monitor live feedback for each 
zone and adjust the settings accordingly. It's an intuitive 
way to finesse the cooking process – all it takes is a 
touch.

Versatility for every purpose
Preparing many dishes at the same time or cooking for a dinner party? This 
hob is made for those occasions when you need more options, with equally 
tasty results. Its FlexiBridge feature means you can customize your own 
cooking area, combining up to 4 segments with a consistent and even heat 
distribution. It’s ideal for large or

Results. Without the guesswork with SenseFry®
Use the intelligent touchscreen on the SenseFry® induction hob to select the 
food and desired result. The technology maintains an even heat for the best 
frying results. No more guessing when the pan is at the right temperature. And 
no need to adjust the settings during cooking. 

Get the very best taste and texture when frying, every single time. To start, just 
select the food and desired result. No more guessing when the pan or oil is at 
the right temperature. No more heat adjustments. With the SenseFry® 
induction hob, great flavour is guaranteed.

Sear and Serve to taste
Get the very best taste and texture when frying, every single time. To start, just 
select the food and desired result. No more guessing when the pan or oil is at 
the right temperature. No more heat adjustments. With the SenseFry® 
induction hob, great flavour is guaranteed.
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